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No.: AIBSNLEA/RAJ/2012-14/103 Dated at Jaipur:- 17-09-2013 

To, 

Shri Prahlad Rai 
Genl. Secy. AIBSNLEA 
CHQ. New Delhi 

Sub: Review of result of JAO part-II internal competitive examination against 40% quota held in 
Rajasthan Telecom Circle on 17th, 18th and 19th December-2012. 

Respected Sir, 

There are many serious lapses in declared result of JAO part-II internal competitive 
examination against 40% quota held in Rajasthan Telecom Circle on 17th, 18th and 19th December-
2012. Injustice has been done and candidates were declared fail with a conspiracy of medium of the 
Exam. Some of the discrepancies are as under 

1. Practical papers of JAO part-II is totally based on accountancy and mathematically based 
formulas i.e. Cash book, Contractor bills, Ledger, Sale bills, Telephone bills, CPWD 
Manual, CPWA Code etc. Hence option HINDI or ENGLISH does not matter for valuation 
of Answer sheets. It is clearly mentioned on papers & answers sheets that all answers 
should be answered in ENGLISH or in HINDI only. 

2. In all previous departmental quota JAO exams (including 40% quota exam-2010) option 
HINDI or ENGLISH does not matter for valuation of Answer sheets and many candidates 
were declared passed who had opted option HINDI and took practical papers in ENGLISH. 

3. This has made a huge financial loss to BSNL, while BSNL is fighting with a deep financial 
crisis. BSNL spent crores of rupees in conducting JAO exam part-I (Two times) and JAO 
exam part-II (Two times) but only three persons were declared passed due to this 
injustice, unjustified & blind  decision. 

 This has resulted an extreme harassment of candidates and his family members. All 
candidates were in queue and had been studying hard for passing final JAO exam since 2005, but 
this decision has broken their hopes.  

Therefore, kindly intervene into the matter and make early review of result of JAO part-II 
internal competitive examination against 40% quota. 

With kind regards, 

 
  

(M.K.Morodia) 
Circle Secretary 
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